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Riveli

The revolution in functional
shelving has arrived

Riveli is a precision-engineered folding shelving system.
As a dynamic 'living' display system, Riveli allows you to
create bespoke spaces that can be refreshed with new
artwork, or just a new arrangement, again and again.
Each sleek aluminum shelf pivots with a smooth
drop-resisted movement to reveal its underside, featuring
interchangeable, customizable artwork and materials,
or the beautiful luster of the clean aluminum finishes.

All components are made from solid extruded aluminum
with a durable anodized finish. Every shelf is 16" wide x 9"
deep and a minimal 1/4" thick, holding up to 8 lbs per
shelf. The modular rail-based design along with customization options, allow riveli to be tailored to the style or size
of any space.

Riveli shows us the other side of shelving. It functions as a shelf,
art display and writable wall. The magnetic art panels can be
effortlessly applied and replaced, refreshing your space again and
again. The modular function of Riveli means it can adapt around
most existing objects on your wall space.

Performance points

Possible layouts

Folding capability
Aluminum shelf pivots with a smooth
drop-resisted movement to reveal its
underside. Flip down for a functional shelf
or display surface anytime.
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Replaceable magnetic panels
Refresh your space over and over again
with ease, thanks to the magnetic peelable
art panels.

Display
Riveli can be used to display anything from
awards, products, ornaments, LP artwork
and so on.
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Interchangeable Art
Use your own graphics, images and
branding. Since the panels are magnetic,
there is no long-term commitment to a
single image. Simply peel off the magnetic
panels and replace them with a fresh set of
graphics.

8 x 6 custom

Presenter surface
Flip down for a temporary surface to place
controls, laptops, devices, pens etc.
Incredibly helpful when doing standing
presentations.

Modular rail-based design - create any size layout

6x5

Shelf types

Materials
Standard finish
Silver

Luxe shelf
Anodized aluminum in a number of finish
and color options.

Special finish
Black

Art shelf
Includes a magnetic face to attach artwork
or other accessories to.
All components made from solid extruded
aluminum with a durable anodized finish.

Dimensions
Shelf options
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Material panels (for Art shelf)
Magnetic whiteboard, chalkboard, paintable canvas and wood
veneer is available.
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Artwork panels (for Art shelf)
Each panel is magnetic and can be easily changed, stored and
reused to display graphics, photography and branding.
Laser etching (for Luxe shelf)
Each aluminum shelf can have custom laser etching to display
patterns, branding and images.

Weight of shelf
3.25 lbs
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Gold
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